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First Secretary  
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First Secretary  
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Second Secretary
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H.E. Mr. Chola Milambo
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
Permanent Mission to the United Nations

Ms. Regina Chama Boma
Minister Counsellor
Deputy Permanent Representative
Permanent Mission to the United Nations
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First Secretary, Social and Cultural Affairs
Permanent Mission to the United Nations
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Msgr. Robert David Murphy
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Permanent Observer Mission to the United Nations

Ms. Giulia Maniezzi
Attaché
Permanent Observer Mission to the United Nations

Ms. Nadja Angelika Wolfe
Attaché/Expert
Permanent Observer Mission to the United Nations

Mr. Francesco Teruggi
Attaché
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EUROPEAN UNION
H.E. Mr. Björn Olof Skoog
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Ambassador
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